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Abstract: This article discusses ethnic activism in advancing a religious holiday in the absorbing society among 1.5 generation social-political activists who immigrated to Israel from Ethiopia. The findings show that syncretism was created in the identity, and in the organization and leadership patterns of the Ethiopian leaders that reflected their goals. By displaying symbols of their ethnic identity, they struggled over the right of their excluded minority group to ethnic otherness and its inclusion in the collective space. They stressed the importance of these ethnic celebrations as a factor that unifies the people and the symmetry of this unity. They served as a bridge between generations, between tradition and modernity, and between the absorbing and the absorbed. The article supplies essential insights on how young leaders use their ethnic tradition as a resource for the recruitment of cultural, social, and political capital for uniting a minority group and integrating it into society.
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Israeli society is a society of immigrants who arrived in waves from different countries and communities worldwide, including Ethiopia (Reichman, 2009), who are the subject of this article. This article comprises part of a comprehensive study that investigated the ritual dynamics of the Sigd, a religious holiday of Ethiopian immigrants in Israel, from a multigenerational perspective, including elderly spiritual leaders (Sharaby, 2020a) and the youth of this community (Sharaby, 2020b). This article focuses on social-political leaders of the 1.5 generation who expressed a cultural merging of protest and integration utilizing this ethnic celebration.

In the sociological discourse on international immigration, the 1.5 generation is defined as youth who immigrated with their parents and comprised an intermediary generation, between the parents’ generation and the second and third generation, as detailed below. The 1.5 generation construct has become common in immigration studies investigating cultural patterns among the children of immigrants. The uniqueness of the present article rests in a discussion on the 1.5 generation leadership that has, to date, not received attention in the research literature on immigration. Furthermore, contrary to the children of other minority groups of immigrants in Israel, members of the 1.5 generation of immigrants from Ethiopia experienced transition difficulties that originated not only in their cultural difference, but also due to their skin color and the doubt that was cast on the Judaism of their ethnic group.

The Jews of Ethiopia were cut off from the rest of the Jewish People since the destruction of the First Temple. Their customs are therefore not compatible with the halakha (Jewish oral tradition) of the religious Jewish world (Shalom, 2012). They upheld customs that were not...
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customary in other Jewish communities, where the most important of these was the Sigd holiday, which is a pilgrimage holiday they celebrated on November 29, on high mountains. This is a day of fasting, purification, and prayer, during which the religious priests (the kessoch, singular – kess) read portions of the Torah and prayed for a return to the Land of Israel (Shalom, 2012). The schedule of the Sigd, similarly to any ritual activity, was fixed and accompanied by symbols.

The kessoch were the main symbols in the ritual system of the Sigd and conducted all of its stages: they prepared their communities for the Sigd; purified the mountain; ascended it at the head of the celebrators’ procession according to a hierarchical order; conducted the religious ritual; descended the mountain at the head of the procession; and fulfilled a central role in the collective holiday meal (Ben-Dor, 1985).

In the 1970s, the political conditions in Israel and Ethiopia enabled the immigration of the Jews to Israel via Sudan (Ben-Ezer, 2010). The journey on foot was wrought with hardships: hunger and thirst, attacks by robbers, rape, and death. The harsh conditions in the transition camps in Sudan caused great mortality and the breakup of families and communities (Ben-Ezer, 2010; Sharaby & Kaplan, 2014). The Ethiopians immigrated to Israel in two waves: Operation Moses in 1984 and Operation Solomon in 1991 (Spector, 2005).

According to the Central Bureau of Statistics (2019), the Ethiopian community in Israel at the end of 2018 included 151,800 people, which comprise 1.7% of the total Israeli population, where approximately 43% of them were born in Israel. Even today, this is a hamstrung population, whose opportunities in education and occupation remain limited. The Ethiopian immigrants cope with absorption difficulties originating in their skin color and cultural difference and experience discrimination and marginalization (Ben Simon et al., 2019; Elia-Leib et al., 2018).

The controversy over their Judaism also served as a cause for their exclusion. Because of concern for intermarriage, first wave immigrants were required to undergo conversion to be registered as Jews and receive Israeli citizenship. After a prolonged protest, the religious establishment withdrew from its position, and a national registrar was appointed to examine the couple’s Judaism when registering for marriage (Corinaldi, 2005). The doubting of the immigrants’ Judaism severely harmed the status of their spiritual leaders. After a struggle, the religious establishment recognized them in the early 1990s, and they receive (partial) wages from the religious councils. However, they have limited authority (Sharaby & Kaplan, 2014).

The young generation of immigrants who arrived from Ethiopia with their parents were trapped between different values systems and experienced value conflicts. They felt dual alienation, both from their parents and from their peer group in the absorbing society (Saka et al., 2012). The intercultural gaps created different intergenerational perceptions and conflicts regarding the family hierarchy, which redefined the relationships between the children and their parents. The difficulties that the youth experienced within the family system and without influenced the complexity of their ethnic identity (Anteb-y-Yemini, 2002; Engdaw-Vanda, 2019; Shmuel, 2017; Honegger, 2020).

As a preliminary discussion on the complex identity of the leaders of the 1.5 generation of immigrants from Ethiopia, I will begin with a review of the relevant literature that served as the basis for the present study: structuration of the ethnic identity of the 1.5 generation during situations of immigration, as well as the syncretism model for analysis of ethnic revitalization processes and shaping of a multidimensional identity in the postmodern age, where encounters take place within the framework of global immigration.
Ethnic Identity of the 1.5 Generation

The ethnic identity of immigrants is one of the main issues in the sociology of immigration (Barbera, 2015). Ethnic identity is a personal perception set constructed by the absorbing society in the process of everyday interactions between immigrants and veterans. It is a multidimensional phenomenon and is reflected on different levels (Kim, 2011; Prashizky & Remennick, 2018; Remennick, 2003).

The internal-personal dimension of the identity usually motivates the individual and is reflected, as expected, in external aspects of identification. The construct of identification expresses the set of ways and means by which individuals actually externalize their sense of identity by expressing attitudes and performing measurable defined acts (Della Pergola, S, 2016). The self-identity as a member of a group, a sense of belonging and commitment to the group, positive (or negative) attitudes toward the group, a sense of shared attitudes and values, specific ethnic elements such as language and customs are all characteristics of the ethnic identity and identification (Ben Rafael & Peres, 2000).

Contrary to the past, today immigrants are usually not required to suppress aspects of their identity in order to become assimilated into the majority group. Thanks to adopting a multicultural policy in most Western countries, immigrants have found ways to contain their diverse identities simultaneously and use them in different social contexts (Hodzi, 2019; Lehman & Welch, 2020; Levitt & Glick-Schiller, 2004; Morales & Bardo, 2020; Vertovec, 2001).

The process of ethnic identity construction is dynamic and changes according to the period and the immigration target. An immigrant’s ethnic identity is constructed by the absorbing society, which ascribes him or her to a particular social group in the proximal host society, simultaneously creating changes in an immigrant’s attitudes toward himself (Lev-Ari, 2010; McCormle, 2020; Portes & Rumbaut, 2001). An immigrant’s encounters with new people, institutions, and spaces create opportunities to re-examine his identity (Liebkind, 2006). This is a process of the social construction of ethnic identity and boundaries, which is a product of the negotiation of immigrant groups with each other and with the rest of society (Kibria, 2000; Stroup, 2017).

Research on immigrants usually distinguishes between first-generation immigrants and their children. The first generation comprises parents who left the country of origin and settled in a new country. The second generation includes those who immigrated when they were up to eight years old or were born in the new society. It was found that among immigrants to America, many assimilate quite well in their adoption of the general American identity. However, many also identify with the traditions of their country of origin in certain events and according to convenience (Park, 2008; Portes & Rumbaut, 2001). For example, the dual identity adopted by second-generation Asian immigrants in the United States enabled them to identify with the Asian heritage, and concomitantly to consider themselves as part of American society (Park, 2008). Similar conclusions were reached by researchers who investigated identities of second-generation immigrants in the multi-ethnic reality in the United States (Alba & Waters, 2011) and in North-West Europe (Slootman, 2019).

Members of the 1.5 generation are those who immigrated as older children (from age eight and up) or as adolescents. They arouse research interest because they were educated and underwent socialization in the country of origin and experience a particularly strong intercultural conflict in their identity (Lev-Ari, 2010; Remennick & Prashizky, 2018). Extreme responses characterize the absorption of the 1.5 generation.

Research on the 1.5 generation has become increasingly common in European and American studies that investigated cultural patterns and wellbeing among immigrants’ children
(Costigan et al., 2009; Roberge, 2002). The construct of the “1.5 generation” was also examined in researches on different ethnic groups which immigrated to Israel: from the Former Soviet Union (Prashizky & Remennick, 2017), South Africa (Costigan, 2015), Kurdistan and North Africa (Sharaby, 2018).

Researches indicate that the absorption of members of the 1.5 generation may be more problematic than that of members of the second generation (Lev-Ari, 2012; Min & Kim, 2000; Remennick & Prashizky, 2018). They are characterized by radical responses: some may resolve their identity conflict by increasing their efforts for assimilation, acquiring an education and social mobility, while others may exhibit resistance to speaking the language of the absorbing society and adopting its values. Some even develop at-risk youth behaviors, including dropping out of school, violence, and delinquency (Portes & Rumbaut, 2001; Zhou & Bankston, 1998). Ethnic counter-activity has been observed among young immigrants from minority groups in Western countries, whose physical “visibility” exposed them to discrimination (Sharaby & Kaplan, 2014).

Cultural Syncretism

The construct of syncretism means a mixing and merging of religious and cultural beliefs, customs, and practices, and the creation of a new tradition (Mayaram, 2012; Stewart & Shaw, 1994). This construct usually refers to a synthesis of religious forms, as part of an integration between religions or different traditions within the same religion (Leopold & Jensen, 2004; Walter et al., 2019). However, it is not possible to isolate religious fusion from the social and cultural aspects, because adherence to a religion is an integral part of social behavior. In addition, what may seem to be a religious act at a particular time and place, may be viewed as a cultural activity in another time and place (Stewart & Shaw, 1994).

The construct of syncretism refers to cultural and social changes in general. Scholars use it to describe the inclusion of traditions in different fields, such as language, art, philosophy or medicine. Processes of religious and cultural syncretism took place in antiquity and in the modern age, where colonial cultures dominated the local cultures. Syncretism is also an important component in the global era (Mayaram, 2012).

Syncretism indicates a change in the personal or group identity as well as the conformations of this process. It is part of the negotiation between identities under different situations, such as under occupation, commerce, immigration, religious dissemination, and ethnic marriage. Religious and cultural syncretism can be created consciously and formally, but sometimes evolves unconsciously and unintentionally (Leopold & Jensen, 2004; Paganoni, 2003).

Identifying a ritual or a tradition as syncretic helps us follow the history that shapes religions and cultures and understand that they have complex origins and are reconstructed through a process of selection and synthesis (Bronner & Shulman, 2020; Keefer & Haj-Broussard, 2020; Koepping, 1994), which involves processing, interpretation, adaptation of traditional symbols and customs to the new culture, and adoption of foreign contents. The outcome is a dual and sometimes even multiple identity that contributes to the preservation of the ethnic identity, to meaningful intergenerational communication in the immigrant family, and to continuity of the tradition in modern society.

The theoretical contribution of the syncretism model, as opposed to other immigration theories such as multicultural assimilation (Sharaby, 2015), is that it focuses on the change among the immigrants and not the hosts. The syncretism model shows that the process can be two-way (Croucher & Kramer, 2017; Stewart & Shaw, 1994). Change transpires in the cultural values of majority/modern/host groups (syncretism from the top). The outcome is compromise, cultural
diversity, and a modification of its cultural and religious repertoire.

Nevertheless, cultural and religious fusion is created mainly in the lives and ceremonies of the weaker group – the minority/traditional/immigrant group (syncretism from the bottom), with variations of tradition and modernity (Sharaby, 2002). This pattern represents resistance to different forms of control, an expression of identity, and a strategy for social and cultural negotiation (Anoegrajekti et al. 2018; Purkayastha, 2005; Yigit & Tarman, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018).

The Research Goal and Methodology

This article suggests another theoretical model for the 1.5 generation, a bipolar identity of simultaneous integration and protest. It turns attention to the leaders of the 1.5 generation of immigrants who have not been highlighted in research to date. The issue of leadership, through its consolidation and influence, has been discussed in the research literature (Bass, 2009). The leadership phenomenon is consolidated through three major components: the led, the environmental context, and the leader (Maccoby, 2009).

Researchers emphasized the characteristics and traits of leaders, such as personal charisma, the ability to create a vision and hope, persons with values (Popper, 2002; Weber, 1979). However, more and more studies show that the led group and the circumstances (the context) have significant weight in consolidating leadership. Studies emphasize the group’s need for a leader, particularly during times of crisis (Oliver-Lumerman et al., 2018; Popper & Maysless, 2003; Ramsey & Ricket, 2020). The cultural context is critical in the consolidation of the leadership figure (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2010). Leadership is particularly significant during periods of uncertainty and weakening of formal authority (Popper, 2007).

Recent research deals in the broader spectrum of social leaders in private and public organizations, and recently also in leaders of nonprofit organizations and social movements. Leadership is no longer perceived as a set of unique abilities and characteristics of the single person, but rather as an action that obligates partnerships, ideology, and strategy that takes place within dynamic social systems (Oliver-Lumerman et al., 2018).

In recent years, under the influence of cultural and global changes, studies are also performed on “intercultural leadership,” leadership that includes those led from different cultures and normative systems. An intercultural leader can bridge cultural differences among his led (Collard, 2007; Oliver-Lumerman et al., 2018).

It is my contention that syncretism, which means the mixing of religious and cultural elements, was created in the identity and behavior of social-political leaders of the 1.5 generation of immigrants from Ethiopia. The syncretism that occurred in Sigd celebrations in Israel and its mobility toward the cultural center was initiated by the 1.5 generation leaders of the immigrants from Ethiopia. They aspired, via a selective return to their ethnic roots, to create a renewed syncretic Sigd that would advance their goal of connecting the holiday to audiences from their community and outside. These leaders can be regarded as “initiators of identity” (Eisenstadt, 2013, p. 427), due to the ethnic activism they expressed. They not only protested against the discrimination of their ethnic group, but also acted to introduce its cultural symbols into the public domain.

This study examines, based on the declarations and actions of the 1.5 generation leaders of the immigrants from Ethiopia, how they succeeded in taking a holiday that does not have an essentially entertaining nature, that represented an ethnic group whose Judaism was doubted, and establishing it in Israel: what relevant meanings they afforded the holiday and what syncretism was created, i.e., which traditional characteristics remained and which Israeli ones were adopted.
This study focused on four prominent social-political leaders, who have an academic education, and emigrated from Ethiopia in the 1980s at the age of 10-19. They, therefore, fall under the sociological definition of the 1.5 generation. They headed organizations that acted for advancing immigrants from Ethiopia, initiated and led the Sigd holidays in collaboration with and funding from national institutions and other organizations of immigrants from Ethiopia, and struggled to achieve national recognition of this holiday.

This research combined different methods. First, a content analysis was performed on articles in the Israeli press from the late 1980s. There were few reports. They are brief and comprise an allegory to the marginal status of the Sigd and this ethnic group. A major source for this study was the newspaper Yedioth Negat (in Hebrew and Amharic), which has been published in Israel since 1999 by the Steering Center for Ethiopian Immigrants in the Education System. The newspaper published in November is always dedicated to the Sigd and includes extensive coverage of the holiday events and numerous interviews with organizers of the holiday celebrations, members of the 1.5 generation. The testimonies and articles clearly present the dilemmas faced by the community, which accompanied the evolution of the Sigd. The organizers’ tendency to include all members of the community in the celebrations, and to turn the Sigd into an Israeli holiday, is also apparent. The headings are also self-evident: “Everyone’s Holiday”; “To Connect the Younger Generation”; “A Holiday for All Jews”; “To Open to Society”; “Who are We, Really”; “The Sigd, a National Holiday in Israel”; “A Return to Roots” and more.

Pana Lapid – Journal of the Israel Association of Ethiopian Jews was also used. This journal is not published regularly and has a smaller distribution, but publishes essential information on the Sigd. Additional sources were pamphlets published by Ethiopian organizations as well as Internet sites.

The written sources were complemented with several participatory observations of Sigd celebrations in Jerusalem by the researcher. The first observation occurred in 2006. This was a robust anthropological experience and motivated collecting additional primary materials and writing of this paper. Several semi-structured in-depth interviews were held with two leaders of the 1.5 generation, in 2002 and 2006, who were both around age 40 at the time of the interviews.

The phenomenological-hermeneutical method utilized attributes importance to understanding, describing, and analyzing a social phenomenon through the participants’ subjective experience (van Mannen, 2011). A semi-structured in-depth interview can supply information and focuses on references to the issue that a researcher has chosen. However, a researcher also allows the interviewee to express himself or herself and develop topics in unforeseen directions. A researcher must clarify and interpret the perceptions of the participants regarding the meaning of the studied phenomenon (Sabar Ben-Yehoshua, 2016).

Findings

Initial Shaping of the Celebration

The first Sigd celebrations in Israel were characterized by a search for the way and tensions among the Ethiopian Jews regarding the shaping of the holiday in the early 1980s (Abbink, 1983). The kessoch, who were stripped of their authorities by the religious establishment, were also pushed aside from their status of conducting the Sigd ritual. Conversely, Rabbi Menahem Malek, who was the Chief Rabbi of the immigrants from Ethiopia, and young activists, played a dominant role in consolidating the Sigd program, which deviated from the traditional pattern. For example, they supported holding a single Sigd celebration in order to turn it into a major event for the
Ethiopian Jews (Josephberg Ben-Yehoshua, 2013), avoided including the kessoch in the early planning stages of the celebration, shortened the kessoch’s prayers, and added new contents, such as a prayer by the Chief Rabbi of Israel (Abbink, 1983). It seems that the purpose of these changes was both to adapt the Sigd to the new society and to placate the religious establishment and achieve approval for their ethnic holiday and Judaism, which had been doubted.

In the late 1980s, against the background of the mass immigration from Ethiopia, the Beta Israel Organization was founded on the initiative of youth activists of the community. Moshe Yamano, head of the organization, emigrated to Israel as a youth in 1977 and, therefore, meets the definition of 1.5 generation. He said (in an interview, 2006), that the organization that operated until the late 1980s was intended to absorb the immigrants preserve their tradition, and organize the celebrations. Moshe and members of the Beta Israel Organization also organized the protest of the Ethiopian immigrants against the religious establishment in 1985, with a demand to recognize them as Jews.

Because of the secrecy of the immigration wave, government agents asked members of the community not to celebrate the Sigd to avoid media attention. However, Moshe Yamano and his friends insisted on celebrating the Sigd, and many participants arrived (Ben-Dor, 1985). This achievement stressed the power of the community’s young activists and their determination to continue the ritual tradition.

Because the organization of the Sigd was led by activists of the community, who conducted a battle against the establishment due to its demand for their conversion, Rabbi Menahem Malak, a representative of the rabbinical establishment, was diverted from his role in conducting the Sigd. The Beta Israel Organization afforded a more significant role in the celebrations to the traditional leaders of the community. According to Moshe Yamano, the organizers also acquiesced to the kessoch and held a stricter traditional ritual. However, because the Sigd was moved to a different social context, changes took place, indeed moderate ones during these years, and new elements were adopted (Bar-Yuda, 1990; Kipper, 1989).

Fixed and Political Ritual

In the late 1980s, the Jewish Agency established the Israel Association of Ethiopian Jews and supported its activities, including the organization of the Sigd. Mula Kasai, who headed this organization, immigrated from Ethiopia in 1980, at the age of 19, and, therefore, meets the definition of the 1.5 generation. He served as an absorption coordinator of the General Organization of Workers in Israel and was sent to Ethiopia in 1991 to help in immigrant absorption. He also served as the first Ethiopian member of the Israeli parliament (the Knesset) in the 1990s. These sources gave the impression that in the Sigd ritual, the organization that Mula headed conducted a fixed and more political ritual that was consolidated from the 1990s, and included both traditional and modern elements (Cesana, 1995; Yedioth Aharonoth, 1995; Maharat, 1999).

Masses of people arrived at the Government House promenade that overlooks the Temple Mount where the Temple stood, from the early morning hours. Estimates suggest that between 20 to 30 thousand participants arrived every year from 2005-2007, including people who did not belong to the Ethiopian community (Adamaso, 2005). Many celebrators came by organized transportation. Contrary to Ethiopia, ascending the mountain in Israel is not on foot but with vehicles. This expresses an essential change in the essence of the pilgrimage as a means for a person’s self-denial for the forgiveness of his sins.

The adults arrived fasting and wearing traditional white clothes. Some placed small stones under the stage, where the ritual was held. With this symbolic act, they wanted to preserve, with
some change, an ancient custom of carrying a stone up to the mountain top, which symbolized submission (Abbink, 1983). Many youth arrived, school pupils, soldiers, members of youth movements, and students. A small part fasted. Most did not dress appropriately for a religious event. The kessoch arrived from nine in the morning, wearing white caps and magnificent embroidered robes. Each kess was accompanied by a person who carried a splendid parasol that indicated his high status, as well as a person carrying the Torah scroll.

At ten o’clock, the kessoch mounted the stage and began praying in the Ge’ez language, and one of the kessoch translated the prayers into Amharic, which the audience understood. Prayers included praises to God for redeeming them from exile, asking for forgiveness, and expressing a yearning for the rebuilding of the Temple. The praying audience, especially the adults, crowded around the kessoch, the men in front and the women behind. Religious youth prayed together with the adults. However, many youths remained far from the stage and arrived for a social encounter (Pikado, 2007; Maharat, 2001).

From twelve until one o’clock, there was a break for speeches by public figures who wanted to appear before a large potential electorate. They complimented the Ethiopian immigrants on their unique culture, stressed their actions for this community, and promised support in turning the Sigd into a national holiday (Adamaso, 2005; Adino, 2007).

In an interview, Mula Kasai referred to the deviation from the ritual tradition by inviting politicians (Sivan & Fredo, 2002). He said that to achieve the goal of exposing the holiday to the general public, it was necessary to recruit the media, which will come only if public figures are present, who will give political speeches. He further indicated that leaders of the community try to avoid having the Sigd turn into “a day of political parties”, similarly to the Mimouna holiday of the immigrants from North Africa. However, the politicians exploit the stage during the Sigd, in spite of requests of the leaders of the Ethiopian community.

Nonetheless, it became clear the Mula himself exploited the mass gathering of the Sigd in order to raise problems of the community to the public agenda, and to communicate political messages. Mula and his friends, the 1.5 generation leaders, who deposed the kessoch from their traditional role of setting the schedule for the Sigd, used the politicians and the media. They added this secular ritual element with the goal of disseminating the holiday and legitimizing it, through adoption of components of Israeli society.

After the speeches, from one until two o’clock, the kessoch continued with prayers. The senior kess preached to the praying audience on the importance of fulfilling the laws of the Torah and about community solidarity, with a wish that they would celebrate next year. At two o’clock, the ritual ended. Because it was impossible to hold a collective meal for so many people, the tradition of the community meal was not preserved as in the past. As a symbolic act for this meal, the kessoch made a blessing over traditional bread (dabu) and divided it among the people around them.

**A Bridging Holiday**

The interviews and the written sources indicate that in the first decade of the 21st century, many of the older kessoch who viewed the Sigd as a holy day of prayer, purification and fasting, still adamantly objected to changes in the holiday (Masala, 2002). In contradistinction, social-political leaders of the 1.5 generation, headed by Mula Kasai, were the dominant stream that led to changes in the Sigd and the community’s tradition.

These young leaders wanted to renew the holiday’s contents and adapt it to the younger generation of Ethiopians and Israeli society. Their motive was ethno-political. They regarded the
Sigd as a means for unity and for advancing their community, for a demonstration of ethnic identity, for exposure of their tradition to the Israeli public, and for achieving recognition. Against the background of the objection of the kessoch, they wanted to be a bridging factor between the youth and the adults.

Mula indicated that his organization tried to find ways to mobilize the youth of the community and to enable them to participate in the celebration without harming the kessoch. He said: “We must strive to present the Sigd as a holiday that bridges and connects between the leadership of the kessoch and tradition, and the younger generation and the society in which we live” (Adamaso, 2002).

In another interview, Mula indicated that the change in the holiday stems from the move to Israel. In his opinion, it is impossible to transcribe the holiday precisely as it was celebrated in Ethiopia, and it must be adapted to the new framework in order to preserve the culture. He also said that every year, after the ceremony, many of the youth come to him with requests to change the ritual: “The youth would like to see new content and to give the holiday meaning. Youth who were educated in Israel have difficulties in becoming integrated in the holiday and are interested in adapting it to Israeli society” (Sivan & Fredo, 2002).

The adaptation to which Mula referred is not only a strategy for intergenerational connection. It has implications for the status of the kessoch in the ritual because it means that the youth are becoming more active and involved, contrary to Ethiopia, where control was in the hands of the old kessoch. Against the background of their exclusion in Israel, Mula is aware of the sensitivity to their status in the community and to their fear of losing the source of authority that was left them in the Sigd. Identification of the social activists of the community, headed by Mula Kasai, with the kessoch, curbed drastic changes in the ritual system of the Sigd in this decade, and moderate syncretism was created.

To Adapt to the New Circumstances

The Steering Center for Ethiopian Immigrants in the Education System (2004) was established in 1994 to advance the absorption of Ethiopian pupils. The head of the center, Aaron Makonan, emigrated in the 1980s, at age 18, and therefore fits the definition of 1.5 generation. Aaron declared:

We strive to draw the youth to the spiritual and Jewish meaning of the Sigd holiday and to connect members of the community to the culture from which they came. The Sigd has meanings with which every Jew can identify. If we succeed in adapting the Sigd to the new circumstances of life in Israel, we hope it will receive recognition as a holiday of all Jews of Israel and around the world (Maharat, 2007a).

The Steering Center operated its program via Ethiopian educational mediators employed in educational institutions that include groups of Ethiopian pupils. Each mediator prepared special activities on the Sigd as well as the culture and immigration of the Ethiopian Jews, in his or her educational institution. These activities were intended for all pupils, with the cooperation of the educational team, the pupils, the parents, and the community’s kessoch (Carlebach & Shapira, 2001; Maharat, 2006). The Sigd celebration afforded the Ethiopian pupils a sense of ethnic pride and communicated the message that it is a holiday of the entire institution, which adopts it as part of the Jewish calendar.
The Steering Center for Ethiopian Immigrants in the Education System initiated a conference in a high school in Jerusalem for the first time on the eve of the Sigd in 2006, which became a tradition. The conference, which was organized with the collaboration of the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Absorption as well as the community’s organizations, was intended to draw the youth to the significance of the Sigd. Aaron Makonan presented his doctrine regarding the inclusion of the Sigd in society at the conference:

*The Sigd can be turned into a universal Jewish holiday. One day a year, the Jews express their yearning for Jerusalem in prayer. A day of connecting to our Jewish origins. The holiday can symbolize the strengthening of our belonging to the land. This can be a social holiday, where the community of immigrants from Ethiopia exhibits its spiritual treasures to Israeli society. We can also think of innovations that should be introduced in order to fill it with contents according to the circumstances of the time and place* (Maharat, 2006).

Aaron’s sayings indicate that these social-political leaders regarded the Sigd as a means for bridging between generations in the community and also between the culture of the Ethiopian Jews and Israeli culture. They wanted to perform adaptations in its contents to the new reality and create syncretism between tradition and modernity, which also preserves the dignity of the kessoch. The young leaders stressed that the Sigd was relevant not only for the Ethiopian Jews but also for society. The practical significance is the recognition of the Sigd as a link integrated into the collective Israeli identity. In this demand, they put Israeli multiculturalism to the test.

**Celebrating in the Youth Movements**

Organizations of the immigrants from Ethiopia also “recruited” youth of the community movements for advancing the Sigd among the young of the community because they viewed them as important agents of socialization for connecting the youth to the community and communicating the messages of the holiday to the society. The youth movements cooperated out of identification with the spiritual and social messages of the Sigd and out of a desire to advance multicultural openness among their members (Maharat, 2004, 2007b).

The Bnei Akiva movement, as a religious-national movement that identified with the social-religious messages of the holiday, was prominently active in the celebrations. After preparations for the Sigd, hundreds of adult Bnei Akiva alumni, instructors, and coordinators arrived for the celebration in Jerusalem via organized transportation. They sang and danced to the sounds of Amharic music, handed out information pamphlets, and gave explanations about the holiday in a tent they set up (Maharat, 2007b).

The Scouts movement was also included in the celebrations. It founded a division for Ethiopians called Inclusion of Ethiopian Jews (Sheba) to draw them toward the movement and its values and encourage a multicultural perspective among its members. Hundreds of instructors and members, about half of them Ethiopians, arrived at the celebrations. In a tent they set up, they handed out information pamphlets and organized holiday activities (Hadas, 2005; Pikado et al., 2005).

Jacob Negat, head of the Sheba movement, emigrated from Ethiopia in 1984, at the age of about ten, and therefore meets the definition of 1.5 generation. He served as the CEO of the Israel
Association of Ethiopian Jews from 2009 (News – Opinions, 2010). Jacob attributed a broad meaning to the Sigd and viewed it as a bridge to Israeli society. In his opinion:

*The Sigd represents the community’s culture and customs. Through it we can communicate our values to the youth and to the general Israeli public. The holiday affords an opportunity to influence Israeli society.... This is an opportunity to strengthen the community’s pride in our unique identity and the connection of the youth to the past and to their parents. Communication of messages to youth and children must be performed using appropriate educational methods. We must act for recognition of our cultural difference and regard it as an asset, as part of the cultural puzzle of Israeli society. One of the suitable ways is the youth movement, where youth of the community meet the culture, custom and youth from all parts of Israeli society* (Pikado et al., 2005).

Jacob’s sayings indicate that the activists among the young Ethiopian immigrants, members of the 1.5 generation, regarded the youth movements and schools as a means for recognizing the community’s culture. He speaks assertively, where the mutual message was: through the activity on the Sigd holiday, you will not only become acquainted with me, I will influence you, and my cultural values will become an integral part of the collective Israeli identity.

**National Recognition**

Jacob Negat, CEO of the Israel Association of Ethiopian Jews, led the struggle for government recognition of the Sigd holiday. On 5 November 2007, he wrote a letter to the Chief Rabbis of Israel and stressed:

*Fortunately, the Judaism of the Ethiopian Jews brought us a holiday that is thousands of years old, the Sigd holiday that was celebrated every year on November 29. The Israel Association requests, in the name of all Ethiopian Jews, to accept the Sigd holiday as a formal holiday of the Jewish People* (Nagat, 2007).

Jacob’s request to recognize the Sigd as an official Jewish holiday is brief but well-argued. On the background of the doubt that was cast on the Judaism of the immigrants from Ethiopia, he, as well as his fellow leaders, again and again, repeat the argument that is motivated from a position of power, from the religious advantage of the Ethiopian Jews over other Jewish communities. The message was, not only are we Jews, we now contribute an ancient holiday to the Jewish People that only we preserved and maintained.

In the 2007 Sigd celebration, the Israel Association of Ethiopian Jews had the celebrators sign a petition calling on the Chief Rabbis to make a bold but inevitable decision to include the Sigd as one of the Jewish holidays (Maspin, 2008). Young kessoch also supported this struggle, and it merged with the struggle over their status in Israel. The combined struggle was successful, and in June 2008, the Israeli parliament approved the Sigd Law that states that it will be celebrated every year on November 29, as a national holiday, with a status similar to other holidays.

The social-political leaders of the community, members of the 1.5 generation, expressed their satisfaction and indicated that they regard the recognition of the Sigd as a lever for the
empowerment of the community. They also expressed the expectation that the Sigd would now join Israeli society, similar to the Mimouna of the immigrants from North Africa, which served as their model. However, they asked to emphasize their cultural uniqueness, and in the name of their call for unity, expressed hope for real equality and inclusion of their community in Israeli society. Jacob Negat stressed the significance of this achievement:

This law is more than just a symbol. It is a positive penetration of the Ethiopian Jews’ culture into the Israeli hegemony and mainstream. This is an important step in future assimilation of important values of the Ethiopian community in Israeli society (Feldman, 2007).

A few years later, in his greetings in one of the Sigd events, Jacob added:

This holiday empowers. The fact that the tradition which was preserved for 2500 years still exists, is a source of pride for the entire community. For the youth, this holiday returns them to their roots, to delving into the magnificent history of the community. It instills the youth with great motivation to come and celebrate. We are happy that the Sigd Law has turned it from an Ethiopian holiday into a national holiday. Nonetheless, in spite of the desire to enter Israeli society, there are still significant gaps in the fields of education, employment and others. I hope that all of us, as a Jewish People with values of unity, will lead to the expression of our values and that we will all become included (Karash-Hazony, 20.11.2009).

Aaron Makonan, head of the Steering Center for Ethiopian Immigrants in the Education System, said:

I am glad that the Sigd received the status of a national holiday in the State of Israel. This move strengthens our feeling that we contribute our cultural assets to Israeli society. In a country that absorbs immigrants, such as Israel, there is great significance to the fact that every immigrant can bring something from his culture, and in this way, we can create a diverse society. An immigrant who feels that he also contributes and not only receives will be much more open to accepting other cultures. He will feel greater belonging. The Ethiopian Jews preserved the Sigd holiday in the diaspora... Today we hand its preservation to the entire Jewish People. I hope that in the future the entire people will be exposed to the traditions that were preserved by the community in Ethiopia (Maharat, 2008).

Aaron does not sound apologetic as the representative of a minority group trying to become included in Israeli society, but rather indicates ethnic pride. He and his friends demanded a mutual process of absorption between absorbed and absorbers, for syncretism between the culture of the Ethiopian immigrants and Israeli society. Aaron wanted to communicate a covert and overt message: We, the immigrants from Ethiopia, must be citizens with equal rights by right and not by sufferance. We are actually the original Jews. Come learn from us.

In the years after the Sigd was given national recognition, the community’s organizations made numerous attempts to afford the holiday a broader national character. This is apparent in the
broad distribution of the holiday events in the geographical space, in Jerusalem and outside, and in
the time dimension (Karash-Hazony, 2009; Events of the Sigd Holiday, 2010; Klein, 2016).

For weeks before and after the religious ritual, events were held with government and
municipal funding: movies, plays, culture evenings, study evenings for youth on the significance
of the Sigd, musical events, and a festival of Ethiopian-Israeli art, among others. The organizers
made an effort to disseminate and assimilate the holiday with an emphasis on culture, which is a
broad denominator that may draw the youth of the community and the Israeli public. The peak
event was the religious ritual on the Sigd day in Jerusalem, where a fixed ritual element was
preserved: the centrality of the kessoch in conducting the prayers.

Discussion and Conclusions

This article discusses the ethnic activism of social-political leaders, members of the 1.5
generation (who immigrated when they were older than eight years), in advancing the ethnic-
religious holiday called the Sigd, and the tradition of the Ethiopian Jews in the cultural mainstream
in Israel. The Sigd is a pilgrimage holiday that is unique to the Ethiopian Jews, which was
celebrated on the 29th of November. This is a day of fasting, purification, and prayer which takes
place in high places, during which the religious priests read portions of the Torah and held prayers
for redemption in the Land of Israel.

On a background of their cultural differences, skin color, and the doubt that was cast on
their Judaism, immigrants from Ethiopia cope with discrimination, social alienation, and harm to
the status of their older religious leaders (the kessoch). The central place of the kessoch in the Sigd
and in leading the community was taken over by educated youth, members of the 1.5 generation,
who headed Ethiopian immigrants’ organizations. This article attempted to explore: how the Sigd,
which is not an entertaining holiday, and which represented an ethnic group whose Judaism was
doubted, became institutionalized by these Ethiopian leaders, members of the 1.5 generation, in
Israel; what are the relevant meanings which they afforded the holiday, and how did they prese
serve traditional ethnic characteristics within the new social context.

While the theoretical model of the 1.5 generation posits two poles of behavior patterns:
assimilation or resistance, the findings of this article presents a bipolar identity of simultaneous
integration and protest. I claim that actually, syncretism, which means a mixing of different
traditions, was created in the identity and behavior patterns of social-political leaders, members of
the 1.5 generation of the Ethiopian community. This cultural pattern is considered to be a form of
resistance to different types of control and as a strategy for cultural negotiation (Mayaram, 2012;
Zhang et al., 2018). This syncretism was expressed in the organization of the Sigd celebrations. I
claim that the syncretism that was created in the Sigd celebrations in Israel and its mobility toward
the cultural center was from the onset initiated by the leaders of the immigrants from Ethiopia,
members of the 1.5 generation. They aspired to create a renewed, syncretic Sigs by means of a
selective return to their roots, which would advance their goal of connecting the holiday to new
audiences within and without their community.

Continuity of the traditional characteristics was expressed in the religious ritual on a
mountain, the kessoch as a central religious symbol, a (shortened) prayer by the kessoch in the
ancient Ge’ez language, celebrators dressed in white clothes, fasting (mainly the adults) and more;
a social encounter and a strengthening of their unique identity. The changes in the traditional nature
were expressed in holding one central ritual; arriving by vehicles, which abolish the essence of the
Sigd as a holiday of pilgrimage; cessation of the custom of carrying stones up the mountain;
activities of organizations and youth movements at the celebration site; participation of celebrators
who are not members of the community; speeches of politicians during the ritual; absence of a collective meal.

In addition to the religious ritual in Jerusalem, the 1.5 generation leaders initiated Sigd celebrations that did not exist originally. These were spread over the geographical space and over time (in the weeks before and after the religious ritual), and were intended for the general Israeli public. For example, an opening event at the Israeli President’s house, activities in schools, seminar evenings, a festival, and more. These were modern festivities, where the young leaders of the community stressed the common denominator of ethnic culture, which included: arts, music, food and dances of the Ethiopian Jews. Thus we witness the growth of a renewed syncretic Sigd that reflected the goals of the organizers, to connect the young generation to the community and tradition; to advance issues of the community; to connect the Israeli public to the community’s culture; and to obtain national recognition for the holiday.

A central dimension of leadership behavior is to take social responsibility for a collective. A leader of this type does not view this as a mean for earning a living, even if he does make money from it. This leadership involves a willingness to make sacrifices on the personal level in order to solve a problem on the social level, out of a sense of identification and empathy that the leader feels about a particular issue. This initiative is attributed to the leader in a situation where he or she identifies the possibility of a change in the existing circumstances (Oliver-Lumerman et al., 2018). It seems that this is also how the leaders of the Ethiopian community acted. These are social activists who suffer the pain of the community’s exclusion, demand equal rights, and use the Sigd to advance their social-political agenda as educated Israelis, speakers of the Hebrew language who are familiar with Israeli culture. Contrary to the conformity of the youth in Ethiopia, and the passivity that characterized the adult kessoch (Kaplan & Sharaby, 2018), they adopted a demanding Israeli style.

The young leadership took it upon itself to create “syncretism from the bottom” in the immigrants’ tradition and “syncretism from the top” in the absorbing society's culture. Due to the ethnic activism they expressed, they can be referred to as “initiators of identity” (Eisenstadt, 2013, p. 427), since not only did they protest against the discrimination of their ethnic group, they acted to introduce its cultural symbols into the public sphere. They fight for the right to ethnic otherness and their desire to become included in the Israeli space as such. In their declarations, they discussed the importance of ethnic celebrations as a factor that unifies the people and stressed the symmetry of this unity, where they are part of the people. Such calls are not an expression of cultural segregation, but rather an attempt to expand the boundaries of Israeli culture and include repertoires that did not exist in it previously (Sharaby, 2009).

Transferring ethnic celebrations to Israel is not a new phenomenon. The anthropological literature has discussed ethnic spring celebrations: the Mimouna of the Jews of North Africa (Goldberg, 1984; Sharaby, 2009), and the Seharane, which originates in Kurdistan (Halper & Abramowitz, 1983; Sharaby, 2017). An essential element in these events is the demonstration of the ethnic identity of the minority group to receive recognition for their ethnic holiday and their cultural tradition from the majority in the country. Important means for achieving this goal were: inclusion of elements of tradition and modernity in the celebrations; participation of other populations; and speeches by public figures. These ritual elements also played a major role in the transfer of the Sigd to Israel.

The cultural celebrations and traditions of these and other ethnic groups, such as from Iran and Georgia (Sharaby, 2019; 2020c) did indeed serve as an imitation model for the Ethiopian leaders, but with a significant difference. Immigrants from Morocco, Kurdistan, and other places wanted their point of origin for defining their position as Israelis to be via their tradition, which
was perceived as part of Jewish culture. In contradistinction, advancing the ethnic holiday of the Ethiopian immigrants involved unique difficulties for several reasons (see also Abbink, 1983). They coped with the issue of the confirmation of their identity as Jews; the Sigd as a day of prayer and fasting was not entertaining or attractive, as were other ethnic celebrations; because their aspiration to immigrate to Israel was realized, the leaders of the Ethiopian immigrants had to solve the problem of the relevance of the Sigd and impart it with a new interpretation.

The young Ethiopian leaders expressed their strong desire to include the Sigd and the Ethiopian Jews in the Jewish People. In a defiant vein, they stressed the original contribution of the Ethiopian Jews: we have an ancient custom which we preserved and was forgotten in other Jewish communities around the world. Now, we are willing to return it to the entire Jewish People. Against a background of the doubting of their Judaism, this saying presented them as “better Jews” who preserved the original tradition of the Jewish People. It also positions them, as an absorbed minority group, in a better position of power.

Emphasizing the idea of the relevance of pan-Jewish and pan-Israeli aspects of the holiday in their declarations stressed the role of these leaders, members of the intermediate generation in the community, as a bridge between generations, between the absorbing and the absorbed, between past and present, between tradition and modernity and between national and ethnic identity.

**Policy Implications**

The twenty-first century is home to diverse ethnic groups, religions, and cultures in Europe and the United States. A large part of these originate in immigration of ethnic groups who cross borders, including refugees and migrant workers (Alba & Nee, 2003; Geddes & Scholten, 2016; Strunc, 2020). However, hostility and fear of the immigrants exists alongside this human and cultural diversity, which pose significant challenges to traditional perceptions of nationalism, ethnicity and citizenship (Barrett et al., 2011; Tarman & Gürel, 2017). The present article supports voices in the literature that call on multicultural nations that are interested in “including” their new immigrants, to reexamine their policies, in particular policies regarding those who immigrated from non-democratic countries. They must demand a certain degree of identification with the values of the majority, but beyond that should enable the immigrants to preserve their ethnic identity according to their choice (Modood, 2012). This, in order to give them a feeling of “home” in the new society.

The construct “home” has multiple meanings (Chaitin et al., 2009). For immigrants, the meaning of home is usually a concept that holds tension and different meanings for different generations, with reference to the country in which they live or the place they came from (Duncan & Lambert, 2004). The question of where do I belong, pertains to many people, due to the multiple spaces and identities to which they may belong over the course of their lives (Eisenberg, 2019; Yuval-Davis et al., 2005).

The present study may contribute to the attempt to understand leadership patterns of immigrants, members of the 1.5 generation, and supply important insights into the manner in which young leaders of immigrants use ethnic traditions as a resource for recruiting cultural, social and political capital for uniting the minority group and including it in society. It further suggests considering mechanisms of containment for the culture of ethnic minorities in multicultural societies via dialogue with their leaders.
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